Conflicts are classified as goal, plan and belief conflicts. Before integrating individual plans and detecting plan conflicts, agents first detect and eliminate their goal conflicts by exchanging their IGS. Plan integration is done through merging individual E-PERT diagrams. PERT diagrams were originally developed in 1980s for project management to provide a global consistent view of parallel activities within a project. We extended PERT diagrams for use in the plan integration activity within multi-agent systems. The E-PERT diagram contributes to maintain traceable temporal relations among agents' local scheduled actions. Combined with pattern matching, plan conflicts due to resource sharing or conflicting conditions (i.e. post-conditions of one action disabling preconditions of another action) can be detected. The conflict detection techniques are implemented in Sensible Agent Testbed to promote deployment and performance analysis. Abstract: This paper describes techniques developed for conflict detection during plan integration. Agents' intensions are represented with Intended Goal Structure (IGS) and E-PERT 3 diagrams. Conflicts are classified as goal, plan and belief conflicts. Before integrating individual plans and detecting plan conflicts, agents first detect and eliminate their goal conflicts by exchanging their IGS. Plan integration is done through merging individual E-PERT diagrams. PERT diagrams have been used extensively in the systems analysis area from the 80's to provide a global consistent view of parallel activities within a project. We extended PERT diagrams for use in the plan integration activity within multi-agent systems. The E-PERT diagram contributes to maintain traceable temporal relations among agents' local scheduled actions. Combined with pattern matching, plan conflicts due to resource sharing or conflicting conditions (i.e. post-conditions of one action disabling preconditions of another action) can be detected. The conflict detection techniques are implemented in Sensible Agent Testbed to promote deployment and performance analysis.
Introduction
A multi-agent system can be seen as a group of entities interacting to achieve individual or collective goals. Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [1] implement distributed problem-solving, which provides many advantages including fast parallel computing, flexibility through partitioned expertise, narrow-bandwidth high-level communication, and increased fault tolerance. Many systems existing in the real world are very complicated and time-consuming process. Communication or behavior inference may be needed to acquire an agent's intentions before conflict detection starts. This paper presents different conflict detection techniques during plan integration. Section 2 briefly overviews previous research work. Section 3 formally specifies conflicts which are encountered during plan integration. Section 4 describes goal and plan representation while section 5 introduces conflict detection. Section 0 provides an illustrative multi-robot example. Section 7 and 0 present the implementation and simulation of the Sensible Agent environment. Section 9 presents a performance analysis case study and Section 10 concludes the paper.
Related research
There are several research issues in conflict detection and analysis. In this section, we will first briefly describe the issues of conflict detection, starting from the general principles to difficulties encountered in Multi-Agent Systems. In general, to detect goal and plan conflicts, a check is performed on the pre-and post-conditions of each intended goal and action. If the desired post-conditions are not compatible, goal conflicts are detected. If there is a planned action whose pre-conditions become invalid because of some agent's actions, plan conflicts are detected. Using the terminology of least commitment planning, a causal link, A P Å Q A C , indicates that action A P has an effect Q that achieves precondition Q of action A C . A threat is an action, A t , which has the effect ¬Q and can be inserted between A P and A C . Plan conflicts happen when a causal link, A P Å Q A C , becomes ineffective by such a threat [4] .
One of the issues in conflict detection for either goal conflicts or plan conflicts in a multi-agent system is knowing the intentions of other agents. Direct communication and behavior inference are two popular approaches for this issue. Behavior inference is achieved by applying plan recognition to an agent's observed external behaviors to infer their intentions and detect conflicts [5] . The uncertainty of the inference correctness in this approach may limit the applicability of this approach. Direct communication involves an agent telling another agent of its intentions. For example, Chu-Carroll and Researchers in project management have similar needs; i.e. coordinating activities. PERT/CPM 4 based methods [18] have been used extensively in the systems analysis and project management areas to provide a global consistent view of parallel activities within a project. A project is a set of tasks or activities related to the achievement of some objective, which is unique and non-repetitive. The CPM method involves a graphical portrayal of the interrelationships among the elements of the project (activities) using a PERT diagram and an arithmetic procedure to identify the relative importance of each element in the overall schedule. In section 4, we will re-visit details of PERT diagrams and the proposed extensions.
In this paper, we extended PERT diagrams (called E-PERT diagram) for use in the plan integration activity within multi-agent systems. The E-PERT diagram contributes to maintain traceable temporal relations among agents' local scheduled actions and provide overview of coordinated group activities.
Unlike traditional PERT diagrams, E-PERT diagram allows multiple start/end points and allows multiple viewpoints coexist at the same time. An agent's activities are blocked together and therefore, interactions among blocks graphically represent the interactions among agents or potential conflicts. By verifying the graphic properties, conflicts can be detected with proper classification. This approach has not yet found in previous research reports.
The following section identifies the conflict types this research focuses on, i.e. goal conflicts, plan conflicts, and belief conflicts. Precise definitions are also provided.
Conflicts Types and Definition
Goal conflicts: Goal conflicts are conflicts involved with a goal's property, which may or may not be represented as ordering constraints or conditions. For example, for automobile designs, optimization of speed and safety are goals that are difficult to achieve at the same time, and usually there is some compromise between them. The extreme resolution solution of such a conflict may be to forfeit one of the goals. For example, collision avoidance is a common resolution approach for a robot where the robot gives up the conflicting sub-goal (e.g. a path to a position) and searches for new sub-goals (e.g. new paths) to solve the conflict. In summary, goal conflicts can be resolved by forfeiting or modifying the corresponding goals.
Plan conflicts: Plan conflicts are conflicts in which certain preconditions of an agent's intended actions (of its temporary plan) become invalid due to the post-conditions of another agents' actions. In general plan conflicts can be resolved by reordering plans to satisfy the preconditions of each action in their plans. Least commitment planning techniques such as plan refinement operators (promotion, demotion, white knight, and separation) can be applied to resolve such conflicts.
Belief conflicts: Beliefs conflicts are conflicts that involve inconsistent beliefs. Since beliefs include propositions about facts and evaluations, belief conflicts can be inconsistent descriptions about facts or incompatible evaluation statements. Belief conflicts can also occur when agents have different structures to represent their beliefs, or if their beliefs are at different abstraction levels. Belief modification (of the agent itself or of others) can affect the agent's reasoning in reaching a solution to resolve conflicts. The result of belief modification can also influence its supporting goals and beliefs.
The above classification is not meant to separate conflicts into isolated classes. They are closely related and they can transform into one another. For example, after adding constraints to goals involved in goal conflicts, the goal conflict may become a plan conflict, which requires a reordering of an agent's plans. Additionally, after failing to find a solution for plan conflicts, the conflicts may be transformed to goal conflicts, which require a relaxation of over-constrained pre-conditions. In addition to transformations between the different types of conflicts, some conflicts can be so closely related to one another that the resolution of one may automatically resolves the others.
Before formally defining these conflicts, we will introduce notations of conditions, plans, goals, beliefs, and their associated operators. It is possible that goals are compatible while selected plans to achieve those goals cause conflicts. That is,
Belief Conflicts: Since agents may operate based on their own perspectives, belief conflicts can stem from contradictory facts in an agent's knowledge base, or from contradictory perceptions based on an evaluation of those facts. By modifying beliefs, an agent alters its reasoning process and may resolve the conflict at hand. This modification may also influence supported goals, plans, or other beliefs of an agent. Therefore, the related belief conflicts can be defined as,
The representation of conflicts for Sensible Agents is built on an agent's subjective local perspective, i.e., based on the agents' own models of itself, the other agents and its environment. The reason to build on agents' local perspective is that the cost of building a global consistent perspective is expensive and not practical. We refer interested readers to [2] in which Jennings describes the argument in more detail. The benefit of our approach for representing conflicts includes (i) the representation can be used to trace the sources of the conflict. (ii) Since conflict resolution relies on modifying agents' attributes, this representation can also serve as a road map to systematically find potential solutions. 
Goal and Plan Representation
This paper focuses on conflict detection during the plan integration process where agents integrate their individual plans to achieve their own or shared goals. Specifically we focus on goal conflicts and plan conflicts. Potential agent goals can be represented as classical AND/OR goal structures [19] , also called goal trees. These goal structures may be dynamic or static, and need not be fully developed before an agent begins operation. A goal structure may be constructed through social activities such as negotiation, cooperation, and observation of environmental change. The dependencies among goals are represented as links that connect an agent's goals to its other goals or to goals of other agents. These links can be either unidirectional or bi-directional [2] . Additionally, a goal's dependency on particular resources can be represented through unidirectional links [19] . In this fashion, resource constraints among goals can be characterized. Resource constraints are defined through the availability of system resources and need not be represented in the goal layer itself.
In the current implementation of this representation, goals that agents intend to pursue are represented in an agent's Intended Goals Structure (IGS) [20] . Once an agent chooses to accept a goal for achievement, this goal becomes an intended goal and is inserted in the IGS. Cohen and Levesque discuss agent intentions and their characteristics in detail [21] . In general, an agent must plan in order to achieve its intended goals. An agent may also assist other agents by planning, or helping to plan, for their intended goals. Intended goals that an agent knows about, but does not itself intend, are referred to as external goals. The IGS differs from an and a pessimistic time. This range of times provides a measure of the uncertainty associated with the actual time required to perform the activity. Therefore, it is possible that based on these time estimates, a cost estimate that a plan will be completed on or before a specific schedule date, can be generated.
Although PERT diagrams were developed for scheduling purposes, we can use PERT diagrams as a tool to represent agents' plans and detect conflicts. In PERT diagrams, interactions among activities and resources are explicitly represented. To summarize, rules followed by traditional PERT diagrams include the following [18] :
• Before an activity begins, all activities preceding it must be completed.
• Arrows in the diagram imply logical precedence only.
• Event numbers must not be duplicated in the diagram.
• Any two nodes may be directly connected by no more than one activity.
• Diagrams may have only one initial event (without predecessor) and only one terminal event (without successor). Diagrams in which more than one terminal node occurs, can be easily transformed into diagrams that have one terminal node, by creating a new terminal node with dummy activities connecting each terminal node in the original diagram to the new terminal node.
PERT diagrams were originally designed to represent a manager's perspective. To adapt PERT diagrams for multi-agent systems, it is necessary to represent an agents' local view of its activities and the relationships of those activities to other agents' activities. Specifically, nodes represent conditions of agents' goals and links represent agents' activities. A plan is represented by a set of ordered links. An agent's local plan is a PERT diagram which is a subset of a group plan (group PERT diagram). To accomplish this, E-PERT diagrams are proposed, which extend PERT diagrams as follows:
• Multiple starting and ending nodes are allowed. If multiple ending nodes exist, the agents need to first make sure there are no conflicts among these ending nodes, i.e. these ending nodes cannot have conflicting post-conditions on their states. This requirement is due to the interdependency among goal conflicts and plan conflicts, plan conflicts may arise due to goal conflicts and E-PERT diagram does not promote detection of goal conflicts. However, given a set of agent's goals (ending PERT nodes) and associated plans and there is no conflict among agents' goals, it is possible agents may fail to merge their plans (e.g. due to resource sharing issues). The solution to this situation exists in goal modification (compromising) instead plan modification (re-scheduling).
• Resource requirements associated with activities have been extended to encompass applicationspecific resources and pre-and post-conditions. Thus, the flexibility of PERT diagram for different multi-agent applications is increased.
• Partially merged PERT diagrams are allowed. Partially merged PERT diagrams fall between the following two extremes: (a) an individual PERT diagram representing the plan of a single agent, and (b) a system level diagram representing the coordination of plans for every agent in the system.
Partially merged diagrams include only related agents' plans (e.g. those of agents that enter into groups for achieving shared goals). Merged PERT diagrams have a blocked representation scheme and each block contains a set of activities and nodes for one agent.
• Nodes represent a set of conditions and an agent's goal is represented as a combination of conditions. Therefore, an agent's goal can be decomposed and represented by a set of logically connected nodes (e.g. to be achieve at the same time or sequentially). Nodes can be shared among agents, but activities are not shared. Therefore, activities cannot cross the boundaries of individual agent blocks. However, dummy activities (dashed arrows in Figure 4 ), which represent ordering constraints based on resource requirements or on corresponding pre/post-conditions at the nodes, may traverse across boundaries. This type of relationship helps to order activities among agents.
Conflict Detection
Although E-PERT diagrams are used to detect plan conflicts, the first step in conflict detection is still to detect goal conflicts. If any goal conflict is detected, the conflict resolution process should first resolve those goal conflicts. The reason is that conflicting goals cannot be transformed into compatible project objectives (the end nodes in E-PERT diagrams). Yet, other nodes (other than the end nodes in E-PERT diagrams) may have conflicting conditions; the hidden assumption is that by re-arranging the order among links and nodes, these conflicting conditions will not be held at the same time intervals (or overlapped time intervals).
After all known goal conflicts are resolved, agents can start detecting plan conflicts by exchanging their plans (individual PERT diagrams). Figure 4 shows an example of individual PERT tables and Figure   5 provides the corresponding PERT diagrams for three agents -agent1, agent2, and agent3. In this example, we assume there are four re-useable resources, R1, R2, R3, and R4, shared by these agents.
Labeling of actions are distinct and pre / post condition requirements for all activities have been deliberately left out to simplify the illustration of the plan integration process. Table   Action Preceded by Resource Time Required Pre-condition Post-condition Table   Action Preceded by Resource Time Required Pre-condition Post-condition Table   Action Preceded Tables   6  7  8 Act7, T7
R1,R3
Act8, T8 
Multi-Robot System Example
In this section, an example of the above approach for robot path planning is presented to demonstrate the conflict classification and detection. An example floor layout is illustrated in Figure 7 . There are two runner robots, robot 1 and robot 2 (L11 and L51 being their default locations) that serve two machine groups. The two robots, with identical capabilities, deliver objects between various shop floor locations for the machine groups. Each location (or cell) is viewed as a required non-sharable resource for robots to move about. Locations L12, etc., indicate the machine pick up / drop off points, while the shaded cells, Figure 8 shows an example AND/OR goal tree wherein robot1 is trying to serve location L33 and Robot2 is trying to serve location L34. Goal conflicts which involve goals that are explicitly represented in the IGS are detected by the robots comparing their respective IGSs. This is done by tracing the interdependencies among goals and resources. In this example, both robots intend to get to the same location at the same time, goal conflicts happen because they both hold the same sub-goal -getting to a specific resource (location) to achieve their stated goals. Such goal conflicts are detected by comparing post-conditions of their actions or goals. Such a conflict may be resolved using a location occupation time line diagram, as shown in Figure 9 . If the times associated with these goals are known then the robots can be re-scheduled to serve these two cells in sequential time periods. 
6.A. Detecting Goal Conflicts

6.B. Detecting Plan Conflicts
6.B.1 Plan Conflicts Due to Overall System Constraints
This section illustrates the detection of plan conflicts caused by overall system constraints that are identified while the individual PERT diagrams are merged. Such constraints may come from the domain specific requirements for the system, including constraints on time, resources, or quality criteria. Merging
PERT diagram results in establishing proper ordering constraints (dummy activities) among agents'
activities based on the resource constraints. Merged PERT diagrams are still bound by the basic PERT rules. Figure 10 shows such a example caused by an initial system criteria (choosing the shortest path from one node to the next). Two dummy links are added because of resource dependencies -Robot 2 need to pass through locations 32 and 36 and it has to wait for Robot1 to go through location 32, while Robot1 may encounter a similar wait situation. That is, the robots will meet head to head if the combined plan is 
6.B.2 Plan Conflicts due to Conflicting Goals -Goal Modification
Plan conflicts traced to conflicting goals: take the shortest path, rely on relaxation of the constraints on the corresponding goals if either their beliefs are consistent and there are no alternative plans, or it may cost too much to develop alternative plans. In such a situation, an agent may elect to swap goals to resolve the conflicts. For example, Robot 2 may agree to serve both L33 and L34 thereby modifying its goal structure to include Robot 1's goal of serving location L33. Figure 11 shows an example where a plan conflict, similar to the previous example, is detected. Both robots realize that they hold consistent beliefs about each other and their goals are consistent. For robot1, there are two paths that both satisfy the requirement of "shortest path" (passes through nine locations).
6.B.3 Plan Conflicts due to Conflicting Goals -Plan Modification
Therefore, the possible solution is for Robot1's to modify its plan by switching to the alternative route (as illustrated in Figure 11d .) L11 L12 L13 L14 L15 L16 L17 L18  L21  L28  L31 L32 L33 L34 L35 L36 L37 L38  L41  L48  L51 L52 L53 L54 L55 L56 L57 
6.B.4 Plan Conflicts due to Conflicting Beliefs -belief modification
6.C. Detecting Belief Conflicts
Figure 11. Plan Conflicts due to Conflicting Goals
Belief conflicts are second-order conflicts that are not directly identified. They are however, identified, as a result of identifying plan or goal conflicts initially. While trying to trace the course of these plan / goal conflicts, the conflict detection process will ultimately detect the source to be an agent's belief. This is often noticed when the plan or goal conflicts identified by one agent are not agreeable with other agents working on the same goal or pursing related plans. In such a case, the conflict detection algorithm hypothesizes the existence of a belief conflict and tries to validate the beliefs of the concerned agents further. Figure 12 illustrates such a belief conflict that had been identified because of the identification of a plan conflict. L15 L16 L17 L18  L21  L28  L31 L32 L33 L34 L35 L36 L37 L38  L41  L48  L51 L52 L53 L54 L55 L56 L57 L58   Robot 1   Robot 2   Machine Group 1   Machine Group 2   L11 L12 L13 L14 L15 L16 L17 L18  L21  L28  L31 L32 L33 L34 L35 L36 L37 L38  L41  L48  L51 L52 L53 L54 L55 L56 L57 The Autonomy Reasoner (AR) determines the appropriate autonomy level for each of the self agent's goals, assigns an autonomy level to each goal, and reports autonomy-level constraints to other modules in the self-agent. (3) The Action Planner (AP) interprets domain-specific goals, plans to achieve these goals, and executes the generated plans. (4) The Conflict Resolution Advisor (CRA) identifies, classifies, and generates possible solutions for conflicts occurring between the self-agent and other agents. The CRA monitors the AP and PM to identify conflicts. Once a conflict is detected, it classifies the conflict and offers resolution suggestions to the AP. Interested readers can find the details about these modules in [25] .
L11 L12 L13 L14
Each agent in the system is represented by a Sensible Agent System Interface (SASI), which encapsulates the four Sensible Agent modules and provides each with a single point of contact to the rest of the system (the environment and other agents).
The implementation of the CRA has three major components: (i) a representation mechanism for goals, beliefs, and plans, (ii) a CR strategies knowledge base, and (iii) conflict detection/analysis mechanism. The reasoning functions are implemented with LOOM [26] while the interface to the CRA module is in Java. Pattern matching and heuristic rules are used for reasoning to detect conflicts, select suitable CR strategies, and generate coordination plans. As for the temporal relations reasoning, we implemented Waltzer's constraint engine and Allen's transitivity tables of temporal database [27] in Allegro Common Lisp.
The implemented procedures of plan conflict detection progress as follows:
• Convert goals or plans (PERT nodes and links) as object instances into the CRA knowledge base.
• Link PERT nodes and links according to agents' local plans.
• Build the temporal relations among PERT links. For every node, every link arriving at the node has the temporal relation of "before" to every link leaving the node. Every link arriving at a node has the possible temporal relations, "finish" 5 or "finished by", with respect to other arriving links to the node.
Every link leaving a node has the possible temporal relations, "start" or "start by", with respect to other leaving links to the node. The estimated activity duration time (including average, max, and min time) helps to further identifying the possible temporal relations among links.
• Apply temporal logic to other links with the assistance of Waltzer's constraint engine.
• Apply pattern match to identify plan conflicts by filtering paired PERT links that have either one of the following set: i) same required resources and possible overlapped time intervals, ii) pre-conditions of later activities contradicts with post-condition of (immediately) former activities. Figure 16 shows the performance of plan conflict detection. The performance measure is the CPU time used by the plan conflict detection process given increasing number of links and number of conflicts.
Performance Analysis
Data is collected through experiments involving three Sensible Agents operating in the Naval Radar frequency management domains (each agent planning frequency assignment for a respective radar). The
CRAs, APs, and PMs of each agent were deployed on three Linux platforms respectively, and the 5 In Allen's temporal logic terms, time interval X "finishes" time interval Y means X starts earlier than Y but ends at the same time. "Finished by" is the reversed relation. Time interval X "starts" time interval Y means X and Y start at the same time, but Y ends earlier than X. "Started by" is the reversed relation remaining Sensible Agent modules operate on two NT platforms. As the number of PERT links increase, the required CPU time increases rapidly (faster than O(n), less than O(n2)). The major portion of CPU time is attributed to the time required to pattern match PERT links. It is also observed that as the number of detected conflicts increases, the CPU time also increases slightly. These time requirements are related to the effort associated with each detected conflict, especially the time to record related agents, PERT links, goals, and their temporal relations.
For the purpose of comparison, Figure 17 shows the performance of goal conflict detection performed by pattern match among the conditions on agents' goals. As the number of goals increases, the time In addition, future work includes to the investigation of scalability issues and to the incorporation of existing research for coordinating agents' plans. Current implementation of plan conflict detection, specifically its use of pattern matching, can be optimized to improve performance with regard to CPU time consumption.
